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T'o ul. whom it may Conce'm. 
Be it known that I, Ross HICKIERNELL, 

a citizen of the United States, residing at 
Warren, in the county of Trumbull and 
State of Ohio, have invented certain new 
and useful improvements in Solo Trumpets, 
of which the following is a specification. 
The trumpet has-heretofore been used ex 

clusively as am orchestral instrument, 
speaking only When the strident quality of 
tone is desired, and not as a Solo instrument. 
its tone is hard, inflexible, unsympathetic 
and even blatant. It iacks that melowness, 
flexibility and broader tone which adapts 
the cornet to solo work. Yet the latter is 

i not an ideal Solo instrument, either from a 
musical standpoint, because of its lack of 
brilliancy; or from an artistic standpoint, 
because of its general appearance. 
Originally the trumpet was an eight foot 

O principle, twice as long as the present 
cornet and trumpet in U, and produced 
sixteen harmonics in its practical register, 
with a compass extending one octave deeper 
than the cornet. There was thus a distinct 

i difference. The trumpet had a refined noble 
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quality of tone, extremely rich and flexible, 
while the cornet, when first produced, Was 
quite the contrary and at wariance With the 
trumpet quality. It had but eight har 

i monics and Was quite harsh and unrefined 
in comparison with the trumpet. However, 
because of its shorter tube and consequent 
greater separation of harmonics, for cer 
tain popular styles of composition, it could 
be played upon with more assurance and 
freedom than upom the eight foot trumpet. 
As a consequence, the cornet grew rapidly 
in popularity and fawor, the old eight foot 
trumpet became obsolete and the four foot 
principle Was adopted for both the cornet 
and the trumpet. This transition in the 
case of the trumpet resulted in the creation 
of the modern four foot trumpet with a 
voice so harsh and unmusical as to be unfit 
for the class of Work for which the cornet 
Was invented, to Wit:–the solo, and it has 
therefore for mamy years been relegated to 
the Orchestra. 
The trumpet from time immemorial has 

been regarded as the classic wind instru 
ment, full of grace and charm and in tone 
it is naturally the Soprano of the brasses: 
yet as now constructed it stands apart and 
distinct from the other members of the 
brass family of instruments. The trom 

throughout its entire register. 
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bone and tuba are in agreement as to tonal 
quality, each having a clear, free full tone 

On the 
other hand, the modern trumpet does not 
even agree With itself in its Several registers, 
the iower register being foggy, the middle 
register being inclined to break and choke, 
and the upper register alone being clear 
but also coarse; and producing no funda mentals. 
The object of my invention is to produce 

a trumpet for solo work, having a quality 
of tone that is clear, full, resonant and 
brilliant throughout its register from its 
iowest to its highest tone, and Without any 
of the harsh, shallow, inflexible, coarse and 
biatant qualities of tone which heretofore 
characterized the modern trumpet; and to 
produce all fundamental tones. 
In the foliowing description, I shall refer 

to the accompanying drawings, im which 
Figure 1 is a Side view of a trumpetem 
bodying my invention and Figure 2 is a 
sectional view on the line 2–2 of Fig 1. 
The genera? arrangement of parts is the 

same as usual, including the Valve cylin 
ders 3, which contain the usual Valves con 
trolled by the fingering keys 4, for changing 
the air passages through the Several crook 
tubes 5, 6, 7 in producing the different tones, 
in the manner Well understood and requires 1o explanation. 
in trumpets, as heretofore constructed, 

the tubes forming the air ducts or passages 
from the mouth piece to the beginning of 
the bell tube have been of uniform diameter, 
with mouth-pipe of large bore, and bell of 
proportionately Small diameter. The tones 
which are produced upon these instruments 
have the undesilable qualities above de 
scribed. For the purpose of discovering the 
defects Which are responsible for the pro 
duction of these undesirable qualities, I 
have conducted a large number of experi 
ments extending over a long period of time. 
I have discovered that the objections speci 
fied can be overcome and the desirable 
qualities cam be produced by changing the 
construction of certain portions of the in 
strument while retaining the same arrange 
ment of parts. The essential features of my 
invention or discovery consist in construct 
ing the mouth-pipe or tube, and the curved 
end tubes which respectively connect the 
mouth-pipe with the intermediate valve 
mechanism and the latter with the bell-tube, 
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of Small and tapering construction, properly 
graduated; the bore of the tube in these 
portions increasing gradually in diameter 
by distinct mathematical ratios in the 
direction of travel of the air column. I 
have determined that the intermediate tubes 
constituting the valve-controlled passages by 
which the length of the air column is varied, 
should remain of uniform diameter or bore 
in order-to effect. the desired result. Inconstructing the trumpetin accordance 
with my invention, the mouth-pipe. 10 is 

10 

type where itjoins the mouth piece 11 and 
15 gradually increases progressively indiameter 

i to the end of this tube, indicated at b, mine 
i inches, at the ratio of three to four: The 
end U-tube 12 is formed with a gradually 
increasing diameter from the point c to the 

20 point, d, three inches; at the ratio of eight 
to mine. The connecting tubes 8, and 9 
-should be of uniform size; and the crook 

i tubes: 5, 6, and 7 are also of uniform di 
| ameter. The bell tube 14. beginning at the 
25 pointe increases progressively in diameter, 

mor? gradually around the curved end por 
i tion, Seven inches, at the ratio of four to five and more trapid?y in the straight por 

| 30 the ratio of one to: two and from 14/2 to 
15–four inches, at the ratio one to two. 

| By the construction described, the vibrating 
air column is permitted to expand continu 

| ously and progressively as it passes through 
35 thegradually enlarging bore of the Inouth 

i pipe. 10 and again as it passes through the 
| gradually increasing bore of the end U-tube. 

12 leading to the intermediate valve con 
i 40 

i initial curved end of the bell-tube until it 
| – energes from the bell. * , 

45 the vibrating air column should be formed 
i much Smaller at the beginning than hereto 

| fore and to expand gradually after leaving 
the mouth piece the limited length before 
mentioned, and that it is essential also that 
this air column should be permitted to ex 
pand as it passes around the curved ends 
of the tubes, that is, through the U-tube 12 
and the initial curved end of the bell pipe 
14 and that it should increase more rapidy 
from this point to 14/2, and with extreme 
rapidity from this point to end of bell 15. 

| I have also, found that the intermedi?te 
| valve-controlled crook-tubes should main 
tain the air column of uniform size at these 

ion leading to the bell: 14,3; 12 inches, at: 

trolled Crook-tubes: and continuing there. 
from the air column is permitted to expand 
continuously and in larger form from the 

i I have found that it is important that 
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Sections and of an internal diameter corre 
sponding with the exit. end d' of the U-tube 
12. in fact, it is by making these inter 
Inediate valve controlled tubes which regu 
iate the Varying length of the air passage 
of the instrument of uniform bore between 
the conical Sections, that I am abie to main 
tain and preserve the superior tonal quali 
ties and w?nich would be destroyed by the 

- libanipuliation of the controlling Valves, if 
Said interimediate crook-tubes and connect 

i ing parts Were not of uniform diameter. 
- made. Smaller than prior instruments of this * . . - | claim:– , . . 

1. A Solo trumpet, comprising a Small 
Houth-pipe progressively increasing in di 
ameter at the ratio of three to four in a 
length of nie inches, intermediate mech 
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anism for controlling the length of the vi 
brating air column, having Valve-controlled 

i crook-tubes of uniform diameter, a U-Lube 
i Of progressively increasing diameter inter 
posed between the mouth-pipe and Said in 
termediate mechanism, and a bell-tube con 
nected to Said intermediate mechanism and 

80 

terminating in a large bell, Said bell-tube 
having a curved end portion and a straight 
portion terminating in the bell, the straight 

85 

portion being graduated at the ratio of One 
to two in a length of twelve inches. 
| 2. In a Solo trumpet as set forth in claim 
1, Said curved end portion of the bell-tube 
being graduated at the ratio of four to five 

: in a length of Seven inches. 
3. A. Solo trumpet, comprising a Small 

mouth-pipe progressively increasing in di 
|alneter at the ratio of three to four in a 
length of mine inches, intermediate mech 
anism for controlling the length of the vi 
brating air column, having Valve-controlled 
crook-tubes of uniform diameter, a i U-tube of progresively increasing diameter inter 
posed between the mouth-pipe and saidin 
termediate mechanism, said, U-tube being 
graduated at the ratio ofeight to nine im 
a length of three inches, and a bell-tube. 
connected to said intermediate mechanism, 
and terminating in a large bell, Said bell 
tube having a curved end portion and a 
straight portion leading to the bell, the 
curved end portion being graduated at the 
iatio of four to five in a length of Seven 
inches and the straight portion being gradu 
ated at the ratio of One to two in a length 
of twelve inches and the bel? being gradu 
ated at the ratio of One to two in a length 

| of four inches. 
| In testimony whereof i afix my signa 

ture. | 
ROSS HICKIERNELL. 
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